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Abstract
We present the analytic next-to-next-to-leading QCD calculation of some higher moments of
deep inelastic structure functions in the leading twist approximation. We give results for the
moments N=1,3,5,7,9,11,13 of the structure function F3. Similarly we present the moments
N=10,12 for the flavour singlet and non-singlet structure functions F2 and FL. We have
calculated both the three-loop anomalous dimensions of the corresponding operators and the
three-loop coecient functions of the moments of these structure functions.
1
1 Introduction
The determination of the next-to-next-to-leading (NNL) order QCD approximation for the struc-
ture functions of deep inelastic scattering has become important for the understanding of pertur-
bative QCD and necessary for an accurate comparison of perturbative QCD with the increasing
precision of experiments. Such calculations however are rather complicated and hence a complete
NNL result does not exist as of yet. The one-loop anomalous dimensions were calculated in [1, 2].
In [3] (see also the references therein) the complete one-loop coecient functions were obtained.
Anomalous dimensions at 2-loop order were obtained in [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. The 2-loop
coecient functions were calculated in [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20], [21].
Analytical results of the 3-loop anomalous dimensions and coecient functions of the moments
of F2 and FL are only known for the moments N=2,4,6,8 in both the singlet and non-singlet case
and additionally for N=10 in the non-singlet case from [22] and [23]. In addition the Gross-
Llevellyn Smith sum rule, which corresponds to the rst moment of F p+p3 has been calculated
at this order [24].
For a complete reconstruction of the x-dependence of the structure functions via an inverse
Mellin-transformation one would need the moments for all N (that is either all even or all odd
integer values). Additionally one needs them both for F2 and F3 in order to untangle the various
quark and gluon contributions. The determination of the NNL approximation for generic N is
work in progress [25], but probably will not be nished in the near future.
The available moments of F2 have been used by a number of authors to make a reconstruction
of the complete structure functions at NNL by a variety of means [23, 26, 27, 28]. Additionally
they can be used to obtain a better value of S [29] It should be clear that it is important to
have as large a number of moments as possible. First, these results can be immediately used to
increase the precision of phenomenological investigations of deep inelastic scattering [30]. Second,
the moments will be a very important check for the new methods and programs needed for the
determination of the 3-loop results for arbitrary N . Unfortunately it is not very easy to increase the
number of moments, because each new moment requires roughly ve times the computer resources
that its predecessor needs. With the advent of better computers this means that by now it has
been possible to obtain two more moments for the singlet case and one additional moment for the
non singlet F2 case. This should allow for instance a somewhat better determination of S . More
important however is the determination of the rst seven odd moments of F p+p3 to three loops.
To this end we used the the same programs as in [23], state of the art computers and a new version
of the symbolic manipulation program FORM [31] that supports now 64-bit architectures and to
some extend parallel computers (see also [32]). We could push the limit in these calculations to
include two new moments (N=10,12) in the calculation of the flavour singlet structure functions
FL and F2, one new moment (N = 12) for the flavour nonsinglet structure functions FL and F2.
Additionally we have computed the moments N=3,5,7,9,11,13 of the structure function F3. We
do not expect more moments to become available before the complete results for all N will be
presented.
2 The formalism
This calculation follows the one presented in [23] (see also [21]) in every detail, so we only will
give a very short review on the methods used.
We need to calculate the hadronic part of the amplitude for unpolarized deep inelastic scattering
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where the J are either electromagnetic or weak hadronic currents and x = Q2=(2 p  q) is the
Bjorken scaling variable with 0 < x  1. Q2 = −q2 is the transfered momentum and jp; nucli is the
nucleon state with momentum p. In these equations spin averaging is assumed. The longitudinal
structure function FL is related to the structure function F1 by FL = F2 − 2xF1. For electron-
nucleon scattering J is the electromagnetic quark current and F3 vanishes. For neutrino-nucleon
scattering J is an electroweak quark current which has an axial vector contribution and F3,
which describes parity violating eects that arise from vector and axial-vector interference, will
not vanish.





ImT (p; q); T(p; q) = i
Z
d4zeiqzhp; nucljT [J(z)J(0)] jnucl; pi:
Applying a formal operator product expansion in terms of local operators to the time-ordered
































 q3 : : : qNOj;f1;:::Ng(0) + higher twists;
j = ;  ;G
(2)
Here we have introduced the notation as = s=(4) = g2=(4)2 and everything is assumed to be
renormalized. The sum over N runs over the standard set of the spin-N twist-2 irreducible flavour
non-singlet quark operators and the singlet quark and gluon operators:
O;f1;:::;Ng =  γf1D2   DNg ;  = 1; 2; : : : ; (n2f − 1)
OΨ;f1;:::;Ng =  γf1D2   DNg 
OG;f1;:::;Ng = Gf1D2   DN−1GNg
Application of this OPE to Eq. (1) leads to an expansion for the unphysical values x!1. From
the proper analytical continuation to the physical region 0 < x  1 one nds for the moments of





















with the spin averaged matrix elements




In the derivation of (3) one needs the symmetry properties of T under x ! −x. This is why
one can only nd either even or odd moments from these equations, dependent on the process
under consideration. For F3 we will only consider the flavor non-singlet contributions, due to the
properties of the operators O and OG under charge conjugation there should not be a singlet
contribution (see e.g. [33]).





































= 0; i = 2; L; j =  ;G (7)
The non-singlet coecient functions and anomalous dimensions don’t depend on the index , and
we have adopted the conventional collective denotation \ns" for them.
3 The even moments of F2 and FL
Equation (2) is a relation between operators and does not depend on the hadronic states to which
the OPE is applied.
Using the method of projectors [34] one can nd both the coecient functions and the anoma-
lous dimensions for the even moments of F2 and FL as dened in Eq. (6) from the following 4-point
Green functions:
T qγqγ = i
Z
d4zeiqzhp; quarkjT [J(z)J(0)] jquark; pi (8)
T gγgγ = i
Z
d4zeiqzhp; gluonjT [J(z)J(0)] jgluon; pi (9)
Applying to Eqs. (8) the projectors
PN 

qf1    qNg
N !
@N




and, to project out the dierent Lorentz projections (these projectors are valid in D = 4− 2 and
for the leading twist approximation):
PL = − q
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(11)
From these equations the coecient functions and from the ZijN the anomalous dimensions can be
calculated in the usual way.
It should be mentioned that in the Eqs. (11) on the left hand side after applying the projec-
tors (10) we are left with only diagrams of the massless propagator type, a problem solved at
3-loop order long ago [35] and implemented in an ecient way in the FORM package MINCER
[36]. On the right hand side only the tree level diagrams contributing to the Matrix elements
survive.
It turns out that much computing time can be saved when calculating additionally Green
functions with external ghosts to get rid of the unphysical polarization states of the external
gluons instead of using the very complicated projection onto physical states. Also, from Eqs. (11)
one can determine the ZGGN and Z
G 
N only to order 
2




calculate additionally Greens functions with external scalar elds  that couple to gluons only
at tree level. Altogether, to obtain the coecient functions and anomalous dimensions for the
even moments with N=10,12 of F2 and FL the following diagrams had to be calculated (q=quark,
g=gluon, γ=photon, h=ghost, =scalar eld):
tree 1-loop 2-loops 3-loops Lorentz projections
qγqγ 1 3 27 413 2
qq 1 24 697 1
gγgγ 2 20 366 2
hγhγ 2 53 2
gg 1 11 241 1266 1
hh 11 241 1266 1
Total 3 23 399 10846
The qf1    qNg in Eq. (10) are the harmonic (i.e. symmetrical and traceless) part of the tensor
q1    qN . The number of terms in these harmonic tensors explodes as N increases and this is the
real limitation in these calculations considering the computing time as well as disk-space usage. In
spite of a very ecient implementation of these tensors (see [37]) for N = 12 single diagrams had
a disk space usage up to and over 100 GB. Altogether the calculation of all the above diagrams
for N = 10; 12 took approximately 5 weeks on a Compaq Server with 8 Alpha 21264 processors
running at 700 MHz, 4 GB of RAM and 1217 GB of disk-space.
4 The odd moments of F3
The coecient functions and anomalous dimensions of the odd moments of the structure function
F3 can be obtained in the same way as the non-singlet part of F2 and FL but now considering the
time-ordered product of one vector current V and one axial vector current A . The axial current
introduces the appearance of a γ5 and some care has to be taken to treat it correctly within the






Projecting out the flavour non-singlet part and the corresponding Lorentz structure with:
P3 = −i 1(1− 2)(2− 2)
 pq
p  q
one nds products of metric tensors which have to be considered as D-dimensional objects. Since
this denition of γ5 in D dimensions violates the axial Ward identity one needs to renormalize A
with a renormalization constant ZA and additionally apply a nite renormalization with Z5, both
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Due to the γ5 insertion at one of the vertices, some of the symmetries that were used to minimize
the number of diagrams could not be applied in this case and to determine the T ns3;N 1076 (= 1
+ 4 + 55 + 1016) diagrams had to be evaluated, which took about 6 weeks for the moments
N=1,3,5,7,9,11,13.
5 Results
Using the strategies sketched in the previous section we nd the following results for the coecient
functions and anomalous dimensions. Again following Ref. [23], we present the combined singlet
and non-singlet results for F2 and FL in terms of flavour factors which are dened in the following
table for nf number of flavours:
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The numerical values of the anomalous dimensions for the spin-even operators contributing to F2
and FL that now are known to NNL order are:
γ  2 = 3:555555556 as+ a
2
s (48:32921811− 3:160493827nf − 1:975308642 fl02 nf )
+ a3s
(
859:4478372− 133:4381617nf − 1:229080933n2f
+fl02
(−42:21182429nf − 3:445816187n2f
γ  4 = 6:977777778 as+ a
2
s (86:28665021− 6:553580247nf − 0:1060246914 fl02 nf )
+ a3s
(
1515:562363− 244:728592nf − 2:108515775n2f
+fl02
(−5:17013312nf − 0:6789278464n2f
γ  6 = 9:003174603 as+ a
2
s (108:0184697− 8:62925674nf − 0:02080408883 fl02 nf )
+ a3s
(
1891:827779− 307:4236889nf − 2:570638992n2f
+fl02
(−2:526091192nf − 0:2884556035n2f
γ  8 = 10:45820106 as+ a
2
s (123:7764525− 10:14583662nf − 0:006586485074 fl02 nf )
+ a3s
(
2164:091836− 352:3116596nf − 2:882493484n2f
+fl02
(−1:682156519nf − 0:1620816452n2f
γ  10 = 11:5969216 as + a
2
s (136:2741775− 11:34594534nf − 0:00269944007 fl02 nf )
+ a3s
(
2379:919952− 387:6422968nf − 3:115523145n2f
+fl02
(−1:256562245nf − 0:1054295071n2f
γ  12 = 12:53336293 as+ a
2
s (146:6771964− 12:34063169nf − 0:001302012432 fl02 nf )
+ a3s
(
2559:641948− 416:9091301nf − 3:300349343n2f
+fl02
(−0:9957297081nf − 0:07498848634n2f
γ G2 = −0:6666666667 asnf − 7:543209877 a2snf
+ a3s
(−37:62337275nf + 12:11248285n2f


























γG 2 = −3:555555556 as+ a2s (−48:32921811+ 5:135802469nf)
+ a3s
(−859:4478372+ 175:649986nf + 4:674897119n2f
γG 4 = −0:9777777778 as+ a2s (−16:1752428 + 0:6182716049nf)
+ a3s
(−315:276255 + 39:82571027nf + 1:801843621n2f
γG 6 = −0:5587301587 as+ a2s (−9:496317796+ 0:08884857647nf)
+ a3s
(−188:9088124+ 19:67944546nf + 1:087843741n2f
γG 8 = −0:3915343915 as+ a2s (−6:757603506− 0:07061952353nf)
+ a3s
(−134:7055042+ 12:3754454nf + 0:7536013741n2f
γG 10 = −0:3016835017 as+ a2s (−5:297576945− 0:1348941718nf)
+ a3s
(−104:911278 + 8:796702078nf + 0:5579674847n2f
γG 12 = −0:2455322455 as+ a2s (−4:398625917− 0:1639529655nf)
+ a3s
(−86:18107998+ 6:735609285nf + 0:4293379075n2f









s (128:178− 13:64948148nf) + as (12:6 + 0:6666666667nf)
+ a3s
(




s (183:0538144− 20:46668466nf) + as (17:78571429+ 0:6666666667nf)
+ a3s
(




s (219:6240988− 24:69926432nf) + as (21:26666667+ 0:6666666667nf)
+ a3s
(




s (247:6655484− 27:82178573nf) + as (23:92337662+ 0:6666666667nf)
+ a3s
(




s (270:6428892− 30:31377688nf) + as (26:08168498+ 0:6666666667nf)
+ a3s
(
4483:563048− 821:1236576nf − 11:88665683n2f

The corresponding coecient functions read:
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C 2;2 = 1 + 0:4444444444 as+ a
2
s (17:69376589− 5:333333333nf − 2:189300412 fl02 nf )
+ a3s
(
442:7409693− 165:1971095nf − 24:09201335 fl11 nf + 6:030272415n2f
+fl02
(−79:04486142nf + 3:325504478n2f
C 2;4 = 1 + 6:066666667 as+ a
2
s (142:3434719− 16:98791358nf + 0:4858308642 fl02 nf )
+ a3s
(





C 2;6 = 1 + 11:17671958 as+ a
2
s (302:398735− 28:0130504nf + 0:4868787285 fl02 nf )
+ a3s
(





C 2;8 = 1 + 15:52989418 as+ a
2
s (470:807419− 37:9248228nf + 0:3859585393 fl02 nf )
+ a3s
(





C 2;10 = 1 + 19:30061568 as+ a
2
s (639:210663− 46:86131842nf + 0:3045901308 fl02 nf )
+ a3s
(





C 2;12 = 1 + 22:62841097 as+ a
2
s (804:5854321− 54:99446579nf + 0:2451231747 fl02 nf )
+ a3s
(





CG2;2 = −0:5 as nf − 8:918338961 a2snf
+ a3s
(−130:7340963nf + 29:37933515n2f − 0:9007972776 flg11 n2f
CG2;4 = −0:7388888889 asnf − 14:27158692 a2snf
+ a3s
(−346:4612756nf + 46:52017564n2f − 1:611816512 flg11 n2f
CG2;6 = −0:7051587302 asnf − 20:06849828 a2snf
+ a3s
(−715:0372438nf + 61:28545096n2f − 1:496036938 flg11 n2f
CG2;8 = −0:6440873016 asnf − 23:17873524 a2snf
+ a3s
(−996:5038709nf + 68:66467304n2f − 1:286400915 flg11 n2f
CG2;10 = −0:5861279461 asnf − 24:76678064 a2snf
+ a3s
(−1201:206903nf + 72:23614791n2f − 1:094394334 flg11 n2f
CG2;12 = −0:5358430591 asnf − 25:51669345 a2snf
+ a3s
(−1351:047836nf + 73:7936445n2f − 0:9344248731 flg11 n2f
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C L;2 = 1:777777778 as+ a
2
s (56:75530152− 4:543209877nf − 3:950617284 fl02 nf )
+ a3s
(
2544:598087− 421:6908885nf − 7:736698288 fl11 nf + 11:8957476n2f
+fl02
(−213:9253076nf + 17:91326528n2f
C L;4 = 1:066666667 as+ a
2
s (47:99398931− 3:413333333nf − 0:6945185185 fl02 nf )
+ a3s
(
2523:73902− 383:0520013nf − 5:058869512 fl11 nf + 10:88895473n2f
+fl02
(−55:5530456nf + 2:348005487n2f
C L;6 = 0:7619047619 as+ a
2
s (40:9961976− 2:69569161nf − 0:2524824533 fl02 nf )
+ a3s
(
2368:193775− 340:0691069nf − 3:705612526 fl11 nf + 9:472190428n2f
+fl02
(−24:01322539nf + 0:7652692585n2f
C L;8 = 0:5925925926 as+ a
2
s (35:87664406− 2:231471683nf − 0:1217397796 fl02 nf )
+ a3s
(
2215:210875− 305:4730329nf − 2:913702563 fl11 nf + 8:337149534n2f
+fl02
(−12:97185267nf + 0:344362391n2f
C L;10 = 0:4848484848 as+ a
2
s (32:01765947− 1:908598248nf − 0:06856377261 fl02 nf )
+ a3s
(
2081:213222− 278:0172177nf − 2:397641695 fl11 nf + 7:452505612n2f
+fl02
(−7:947555677nf + 0:1841598535n2f
C L;12 = 0:4102564103 as+ a
2
s (29:0058065− 1:671007435nf − 0:04265241396 fl02 nf )
+ a3s
(
1965:791047− 255:8431044nf − 2:035689631 fl11 nf + 6:751061503n2f
+fl02
(−5:284573837nf + 0:1098463658n2f





407:280632nf − 20:23959748n2f − 0:388939664 flg11 n2f






767:7125421nf − 36:78419232n2f − 0:3984298404 flg11 n2f






694:5092121nf − 27:9895081n2f − 0:3055276256 flg11 n2f






592:3307972nf − 21:30333681n2f − 0:2322211886 flg11 n2f






504:5424832nf − 16:70544537n2f − 0:1805482229 flg11 n2f






433:9050534nf − 13:47418408n2f − 0:1439099345 flg11 n2f

The numerical values of the anomalous dimensions for the odd moments of F3 read:
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γns1 = 0





1244:913602− 196:4738081nf − 1:762002743n2f






1720:942172− 278:1581739nf − 2:366211248n2f






2036:492478− 330:8816595nf − 2:739358023n2f






2277:19805− 370:5905277nf − 3:006446616n2f






2473:311857− 402:691565nf − 3:212753995n2f






2639:409887− 429:7314605nf − 3:37996738n2f

and the coecient functions are:
Cns3;1 = 1− 4 as + a2s (−73:33333333 + 5:333333333nf)
+ a3s
(−2652:154437+ 513:3100408nf − 11:35802469n2f




(−839:7638717− 45:09953407nf + 1:747689309n2f





4341:081057− 961:2756356nf + 22:24125078n2f






11119:00053− 1960:237096nf + 43:10377964n2f






18771:99642− 2975:924131nf + 63:17127673n2f






26941:47987− 3984:411605nf + 82:24581704n2f






35426:82868− 4976:080869nf + 100:3509187n2f

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A Conventions
Here we give the complete expressions for the newly computed moments and coecient functions.
The notation of the color factors is as usual: The Casimir operators of the fundamental and
adjoint representation are denoted by CF and CA and their values for the color group SU(3)
are 43 and 3, respectively. Additionally we are using the symmetric structure constants of SU(3)
for which dabcdabc = 403 . For the trace normalization of the fundamental representation we have
inserted TF = 12 . For a generic SU(n) group the number of generators equals NA = n
2 − 1.
The values of the Riemann  function are written as n = (n). The only check for the newly
computed 3-loop results is from a large nf -expansion of [38] where the n2f terms are calculated.
These terms are in agreement with ours. To test the new parallel version of FORM we have also
recalculated the lower moments for F2 and FL and found complete agreement with [23] except for




F (− 1603 5). The numerical values
given in this reference are correct.
It should be noted that the terms in dabcdabc enter for the rst time at the three loop level and
help in the determination of PSqq − PSqq .

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 − 44833 5

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Cns1 = 1 + asCF [−3]








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4 − 235868693 5

+ a3snf
dabcdabc
n

− 65696095155620706347863
238358315978051068800000
+
11802932
33108075
3

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